Village Of Woodbury
Planning Board Meeting
February 5, 2020
Minutes of the Planning Board Meeting held on February 5, 2020 at 7: 30PM
Christopher Gerver, Chairman

Present:

Robert Anzalone,

Sandra Capriglione,

Richard Cataggio, Joseph

Buglino

Absent:

None

Also Present:

Dennis Lindsay, Village Board Engineer; Richard Golden, Planning Board Attorney

Christopher Gerver opened the meeting with Pledge Of Allegiance.
1.

Executive

2.

Public

3.

Approval

Session:

Comment:

No Executive Session was necessary.
No member of the public had comments.

and Acceptance

of Previous

Minutes:

Motion was offered by Chairman Gerver, seconded by Mrs. Capriglione, to approve and accept
the minutes of the meeting held January 15, 2020. Chairman Gerver conducted a roll call of the

Board which resulted in the motion being:
ADOPTED

AYES

5

NOES

0

4.

Regular Agenda:

A.

Andruszkiewicz/

Chairman

Central

Gerver,

R. Anzalone,

Valley Property

S. Capriglione,

Management -

R. Cataggio, J. Buglino

Review draft resolution for Site Plan

amendments and Special Permit to include personal service use in existing structure ( old TD Bank
Bldg). Said property is located at252- 260 Route 32 in Central Valley and is known on the Village of
Woodbury Tax Maps as Section 230 Block 7 Lot 17, 18 and 19.

Contractor Gerald Cassesa from HVRS representing the applicant came before the board to finalize
and discuss the several changes to a site plan application originated and approved on July 18, 2018.
The site plan has been amended due to the Planning Board requests in previous meetings. Contractor
Cassesa summarized

and stated those changes on the current application. These changes consisted of

the schedule of committee uses, including personal service use which has the same area requirement
as the office/ retail, an additional of 360 square foot of mezzanine space to the existing 2, 400 square

foot commercial building ( formerly TD Bank) resulting to 2, 760 square foot building; due to the
additional square footage two ( 2) more parking spaces were required and included in the current site
plan. The amendment of the original ARB regarding the trim color for the storefronts from green to
black. Minor plan changes were also added, these changes were documented
Associates,

letters

and

emails

sent

H2M

Architects +

Engineers

and memorandum

with Esposito &
to the board.

current plans also show the eliminated bank parking spaces and a snow storage area.
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The

Comments from Engineer, Dennis Lindsay needed to be addressed. There were conversations
between

Contractor

Cassesa,

the Building Inspector Gary Thomasberger and Engineer Lindsay.
Contractor Cassesa mentioned there were two sets of regulations that must be met regarding van
accessibility. It' s said that anywhere between 51 to 75 parking spaces, its required to have three

handicapped parking spaces. The other requirement indicates having six handicapped spaces; one of
them has to be van accessible. Contractor Cassesa stated the current plan shows two van accessible in
front of the building seemingly acceptable. He commented on the pedestrian access, which is the

access of the new walkway that was added in front of the building. The concern to Engineer Lindsey is
the new walkway connecting to the existing sidewalk might be too steep for people walking out of the
store, it being two foot horizontal and one foot vertical. As per Contractor Cassesa a handrail was
suggested, and it was added to the plan.
Engineer Lindsay comments:

From H2M Memo dated January 31, 2020:
On January 15th several changes were discussed to the site plan including parking, snow removal,

and preservation of landscaping. The following items require further discussion based on a review
of our files and notes from the last meeting.
a.

Van

Accessibility-

As noted

in

our memorandum (

243- 20- 002),

to accommodate

an additional

parking space the applicant has decreased the total width of the handicap parking area to 14-ft
16- ft.

We confirmed

this

by a review of the prior plans.
In consultation with Building
Inspector Thomasberger, three handicap spaces are required and the space in question must be van
with a minimum of 16- ft (8- ft each for the stall and striped aisle). The applicant should
accessible
versus

revise the plan to comply.

Engineer Lindsay, after reviewing the codes and revisions of the codes with Building Inspector

Thomasberger they noted there are two van accessible locations and another being a handicap stall
meets the handicap requirements to their satisfaction.
Contractor Cassesa on February 5, 2020.
b. Pedestrian

Access-

The applicant

In acknowledgment

has advised the maximum

a memo was sent to

slope between

the two sidewalks

at

the front of the building is a 2 on 1 slope ( understood to be 2-ft horizontal for 1- ft vertical( 2H: 1V)).
Building Inspector Thomasberger has advised that for slopes exceeding 12H: 1 V a railing is required.
We believe this should be shown on a plan for ARB review.
Engineer Lindsay adding the railing was suggested to protect the pedestrian from falling due to the
differential

of the sidewalks

and the slope

down.

There

was a misinterpretation

due to the idea

of

adding railing making it look like a handicap ramp. It is not a ramp in front of those stores. Engineer
Lindsay and Building Inspector Thomasberger will look at it when the applicant reaches the final
grades in that specific area and will determine at that time if the railing will be appropriate for safety.
Mr. Buglio asked if the narrow stairs on the plan were connected to the rails. Engineer Lindsay
confirmed the narrow stairs will be a continuation of the railing. Chairman Gerver asked if the railing
will be black and Contractor Cassesa confirmed it will be black. Chairman Gerver asked Attorney,
Golden if an updated ARB will be needed in regard to adding a railing to the plans. Attorney Golden
stated the resolution document the board has is the amended resolution of approval for lot merger,

site plans, special permit and ARB. As the ARB they can make that determination acceptable. Attorney
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Golden suggested it should be discussed on how the decision on the railing will be made. A discussion
based on the type of railing, how it will be constructed, and who will be providing details on the railing
whether it be the Engineer Lindsay or Building Inspector Thomasberger. Engineer Lindsay suggested
that both the Building Inspector Thomasberger and he mutually make the determination whether a
railing will be required. Chairman

Gerver and the rest of the board found that

acceptable.

Chairman

Gerver asked Contractor Cassesa if it would be a black steel railing. Contractor Cassesa replied it would
be multiple horizontal 41 inched welded steel with vertical posts into the concrete and handrails. It
would be per code and acceptable for the Building Inspector Thomasberger.

Chairman Gerver asked

Attorney Golden based on the drawing of the railing in the plan, will the board have to add a condition
that the railing will be approved on the final site plan or as its currently presented in the drawing?
Attorney Golden replied, if it' s acceptable to the board to put a condition saying the applicant will
have to install a black railing in front of the building in accordance with the directors of the town
engineer and building inspector. Mr. Anzalone asked if the height of the railing will be four feet.
Contractor Cassesa replied it depended on the grade difference, assuming the guardrail will be at 42
inches

and a handrail

mounted

anywhere

between

34 to 48 inches

we will have

to match

the same

criteria.

Chairman Gerver asked council if the board had addressed all the items regarding the applicant.
Engineer Lindsay confirmed all the hearings, SEQRA have been attended to, the amended resolution is
the only item left to address. Chairman Gerver proceeded to read the Specific Conditions in the
amended resolution.

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

All applicable conditions attached to the Lot Merger, Site Plan, Special Permit, and

1.

Architectural

Review

Board approval from

2018

to the present for Central

Valley

Property

Management, LLC, and any subsequent amendments thereto, are hereby incorporated into this
Resolution and are to remain in full force and effect, and this approval is subject to, and conditioned
upon, satisfaction of those conditions as if they were set forth at length herein.

The hours of operation of the personal service business are limited to 10:00am to

2.

6: 00pm, with a maximum of twenty- five ( 25) individuals participating in each event.

The maximum

occupancy of the facility is forty-nine ( 49) individuals, including children and adults ( employees and
non- employees).

Each event shall begin a minimum of thirty( 30) minutes after the prior event has

concluded.

Mrs. Capriglione interjected to ask a question and comment regarding condition 2. She referred to
the

project

accompany

narrative

by

a

stating, "

parent...".

the maximum

number of children

at any one time will be 25 and

To Mrs. Capriglione understanding that would be 50 people, adding the

three full time employees it would exceed the maximum amount of occupancy. Attorney Golden did
not agree, by stating the board is restricting their plan but not exceeding anything else. Mrs.
Capriglione asked if the applicant fully understood

the condition. Contractor Cassesa concurred that

the applicant did understand the condition and included that the applicant agreed at that time with all
eleven

conditions.
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3.
All waste shall be placed inside the dumpsters as shown on the plans, and the area
surrounding the dumpsters shall be kept in a neat condition. The dumpsters shall be maintained in a
like

new"

condition, and replaced, refurbished and maintained as necessary to maintain such

condition.

Prior to the signing of the plans by the Chairman, the Applicant shall comply with the
memoranda of the Village Engineer dated January 9, 2020 and January 31, 2020, to the satisfaction
of the Village Engineer.
4.

5.

By this Resolution of Approval, the Planning Board is not approving the use of or the
propriety of the location of the encroachments on the subject lots or the adjoining lots, including but
not limited to the fence along the eastern side of the property.
6.
All light levels must be limited to 0. 1- foot candles at the property line so no offsite glare
will result, with the exception of 0. 2-foot candles with some light spillage along New York State
Route 32 and at the access drive to Estrada Road. The fixtures shall meet IDA, LEED or Green Globes
for Nighttime Friendly or Dark Sky lighting. Any wall pack fixtures shall include non- glare

criteria
shields.

Snow storage shall be maintained in a safe and orderly condition, in an area( s) that does

7.

not cause nuisance or pavement icing on- or off-site. See General Conditions, below. If snow melt
and/ or icing becomes a problem, as determined by the Village Building Inspector, the Applicant shall
be required to provide for services to remove the snow from the site as necessary to the Village
Building Inspector' s satisfaction.
8.

All new plantings shown on the plans, or as required or authorized by this Resolution of

Approval, shall be planted in a timely manner consistent with planting seasons and maintained in a
healthy and vibrant condition in perpetuity.
9.
No architectural improvements are approved for the personal service use building.
10.

The Applicant shall provide a black railing in the front of the building along the building
sidewalk if, where and with such design consistent with adjacent railings as determined by Village
building Inspector and Village Engineer, dependent upon the grade and other conditions upon the
completion of the construction in that area.
Attorney Golden mentioned the removal of Condition 11, since the handicap parking is shown on
the plan. Attorney Golden requested the Chairman Gerver to read paragraph 3 on page 4 referencing
a waiver that was consistence to a prior discussion with the board.
On July 18, 2018, the Planning Board granted the Applicant' s request for a waiver from the Code

required eighty( 80) parking spaces necessary for the proposed use of the property, and reduced the
requirement to sixty- six ( 66) constructed parking spaces and five ( 5) banked parking spaces to be
developed if the Building Inspector determines these are needed. In connection with this amended
application, the Code required number of spaces is eighty- two, on December 4, 2019, the Planning
Board determined to waive nine ( 9) parking spaces, resulting in seventy- three ( 73) parking spaces,
and denied the Applicant' s request for any banked parking spaces.
Motion

was offered

by Chairman

Gerver,

seconded

by Mr. Anzalone,

to approve

resolution of approval with amended conditions by council.
ADOPTED
AYES

5

NOES

0
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the draft

B.

Common/

Woodbury

Suite

A review draft resolution for an amended site plan for the

315 -

demolition of building suite 315 ( 4,754 SF) and construction of new building at existing site ( 6, 032
SF). Said property is located off Route 32 in Central Valley and is known on the Village of Woodbury
Tax Maps

as

Section

Block 1 Lot 70. 2&

225

Section 226 Block 1 Lot 1.

Attorney Jennifer Knarich, representing the applicant, was accompanied by the Vice President of
Simon Premium Outlets John Villipiano. Attorney Knarich briefly summarized their previous visits with
the board as so, the applicant is seeking an amended site plan approval on Architectural Review Board
to rebuild suite 315 at Woodbury Commons Outlet. The existing space is 4, 754 SF and the rebuild will
have 6, 032 SF of retail space, an overall approximate addition of 1, 278 SF. The proposed building will
comply with all applicable codes and prior approvals of the architectural finishes for the Hudson Valley
District. The plan proposal was prepared by Price, Meese Shulman & D' Arminio and the renderings by
Simon
was

Premium

January

Outlets

15, 2020.

sent to the board

in December

Attorney Knarich stated

she

2019.

received

a

The last appearance
report from

H2M

before

the board

architects+

engineers

dated January 31, 2020.
Engineer Lindsay comments:
From H2M Memo dated January 31, 2020:
At your last meeting you authorized a draft resolution of approval be prepared.
discussion items that should be resolved as follows:

There were a few

a. ESO ReferralThe revised ESO plan was sent to the ESO' s on January 22nd. On January 27th
you received correspondence from Building Inspector Thomasberger advising the required 20-ft
minimum
clearance for ESO movements is not met.
We are scheduled to meet with the Building

Inspector on February 3rd to review site conditions, and we will review this with you at your
meeting.

Building Inspector Thomasberger

and Engineer Lindsay visited the site, remeasuring the area and

found there was a constriction with the new addition. Engineer Lindsay suggested in removing a loose
portable bench and bringing the building out as much as 20-foot as the applicant is proposing, it will
then meet the condition. The board will not have to compromise their 20- foot ESO path requirement.
The

Fire

Department

and Police

Department

issue. Engineer Lindsay recommended
that travel

as

way

per

board'

the

s

sent emails

in reference

to their

satisfaction

with that

that the applicant maintain a 20- foot clear path through out

standard

requirement.

Building

Inspector Thomasberger

is in the

process of speaking with the applicant regarding a sign near that same travel way area that will need
to be removed

or relocated.

b. GLA Tabulation-

Woodbury Common submitted a revised GLA tabulation, which now includes

the kiosk' s as discussed

at your

last meeting.

The applicant' s table notes

that the 5th Amended

Approval2 will not be constructed or occupied until 2021 and they have not included this approved
GLA in the totals.
With this correction the addition of the proposed renovation will exceed the
approved GLA. Additionally, the applicant has provided a CAD file for our use in verifying the areas
listed in the tabulation.

Our

review

of

this noted some inconsistencies (

plus

and

minus),

which we

will need to review with the applicant's engineer. We will attempt to do this prior to your meeting.
We recommend the Board consider the following conditions related to GLA: CI The Planning Board
does not approve construction of any structure that would exceed the permitted GLA as identified
in current and prior approvals.
l If at any time the Building Inspector determines additional
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structures would exceed the permitted GM, the applicant shall be directed to apply to the Planning
Board for an amended approval that does not exceed the approved GLA.
Engineer Lindsay, previously asked the applicant for a GLA tabulation to compare. A summary of
the GLA was provided along with a plan to cross reference, as a result there were some minor
differences.

In

return

Mr.

Villapiano

was

able

to clarify

some

of those

differences.

Mr.

Villapiano

suggestion is to meet with Engineer Lindsay and or Building Inspector Thomasberger to go review and
resolve some of those differences.

Regarding the current GLA, the Planning Board had approved 8, 716 SF to demolish and rebuild
suite

given

258
a

and 260 for Ferragamo (

temporary location

to then

retail

store)

reoccupy

in May 2018.

suite

258

During the construction

and 260.

Mr Villapiano

stated

Ferragamo was
that as of now

the rebuild suit 315 is for Ferragamo. Ferragamo will vacate the space they are currently in to then
move to suite 315 permanently. Mr. Villapiano said the applicant' s desire to demolish and rebuild the
vacated space is at a state of flux. Engineer Lindsay stated by adding the GLA number that was
approved back in May 2018 and proceeding with the rebuilt of 315, tallying in those numbers will
definitely exceed the GLA. The board cannot grant an approval for a GLA that exceeds what you have
approval

for in the applicant' s SEQRA document.

If the applicant

decides to withdraw

the demolition

and continue with the rebuilt of 315 it would be under the GLA number. Engineer Lindsay stated the
Building Inspector Thomasberger does not want a building built and a portion not being occupied
because of the applicant' s excess of its GLA. Mr Villapiano stated how the issue was his reason for a

meeting; seeing that the property itself is very difficult to manage. He continued to state there is
evidence
GLA.

of areas of buildings

by
management
It' s

a

structural

like restrooms,
for Mr.

office space, a lot of common area that are not occupied

Engineer Lindsay understood it' s a difficult
and if time is of essence as a suggestion to the applicant would be to pull back;
concern

Villapiano.

temporarily withdraw a request for a building permit on that and proceed with the rebuilt of 315.
Mr. Villapiano then stated he would prefer to zero out suite 946, a store with no store front. It is

occupied as tenant storage. Engineer Lindsay responded that the building will still be built and
unoccupied that' s the commitment the applicant will be making, and it wouldn' t be used as GLA it will
be storage etc.

Mr. Villapiano

confirmed

suite 946 the space can and will be decommitted

as needed,

a similar condition that was agreed on the Michael Kors demolition rebuilt. Engineer Lindsay and
Attorney Golden do not recall how that was worded but would ask Building Inspector Thomasberger
for his input.

Engineer Lindsay made the board aware of the late submission on the very detailed GLA
tabulation and Mr. Villapiano response was late in the day. An explanation why the board did not have
copies. Mrs. Capriglione stated the GLA was received by the Chairman Gerver, but not to the rest of
the board. Mr. Buglino asked what would be the affects of GLA besides parking and safety? Engineer
Lindsay replied saying a lot of the traffic that you get at Woodbury Commons is driven on the number
of stores. If half of the stores were empty there would be less people coming. The stores are what
generate the traffic. Attorney Golden added there' s also the issue of enforceability that is the Building
Inspector' s concern.
The GLA is not defined to make it clear. Attorney Golden' s suggestion to the
board is to get input from the Building Inspector Thomasberger. Engineer Lindsay said he will have a
talk with the Building Inspector Thomasberger and have him get back to the board. He will also set a

meeting with Building Inspector Thomasberger and the applicant to go over the discrepancies. Come
up with the correct numbers before submitting a copy to Mr. Villapiano and the board. Chairman
Gerver and the board prefer to not take action until they hear back from the Building Inspector
Thomasberger. Attorney Golden confirmed the board should wait to hear back from the Building
Inspector Thomasberger as it didn' t make sense to take up the resolution. It can be put on the agenda
for the next meeting and in the interim the Building Inspector Thomasberger can either make a report
directly to the board or report through Engineer Lindsay.
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Signage- We discussed the inconsistency among the proposed signage and approved signage
plan with Building Inspector Thomasberger and recommend a requirement that the proposed
c.

signage be in accordance with the approved signage plan as enforced by Woodbury Common. The
Building Department does not govern signage not visible from perimeter roads, except to note that
it must be in accordance with the approved Woodbury Common Tenant Sign regulations.
Engineer Lindsay suggested the applicant look at the tenant sign regulation and make sure its
compliant.

Mr. Anzalone asked Mr. Villapiano about the life span of the buildings. He wanted to know

if the vulnerability

of the

building

is

due to the

of the

building. Mr. Villapiano
assured Mr. Anzalone nothing is in danger of collapsing, there are roof leaks and that happens with
style

or

structure

any roofing jobs. He continued to say they were built as homes with wooden structures, so as part of
the 2012 renovation project they replaced all the roofs. With the new construction the framing is all
steel. Mrs. Capriglione asked Engineer Lindsay if the applicant need more GLA, will a SEQRA review be

required. Engineer Lindsay answers yes, a new SEQRA will need to be issued. Attorney Golden added
the applicant can have a supplemental SEQRA review, after explaining the pros and cons he advised
against it. He continued to say it would not be appropriate for the GLA for this square footage store.
Chairman Gerver grants Woodbury Common/ Suite 315 the request to appear on the next Planning
Board meeting February 19, 2020.
C.

Gai Yi -

Due to the absence of the applicant this application was postponed and place on the next
available Planning Board meeting.

Adjournment:

With no further business to discuss, a motion was offered by Chairman Gerver, seconded by Mr.
Buglino, to adjourn the meeting at 8: 30 PM.
ADOPTED

AYES

5

NOES

0

Chairperson

Hunter, R. Anzalone,

S. Capriglione,

R. Cataggio,

C. Scibelli

Claudia Romanisin, Planning Board Secretary
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